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Hurricane Season: Are You Ready?

Leave It to Aloe
Travel Tip:
Dress the Part

If you want to fit in
with the locals when
traveling in a foreign
country, buy a
couple of outfits from
a local clothing store.
Your new wardrobe
additions also make
great souvenirs.
Pick Pistachios

Crack into some
pistachios the next
time you’re craving a
snack. Taking the
time to shell these
green nuts slows
down consumption,
and the sight of the
empty shells is a
visual reminder of
how much you
have eaten.

As far back as 5,000 years ago, the
green, spiky leaves of the aloe vera plant
have been a source of cool relief. The
succulent is nicknamed the “lily of the
desert,” and each spear-shaped leaf
contains a clear gel, consisting of 99%
water, which is commonly used to soothe a
sunburn and hydrate the skin.
Saunter in the Center

When walking in a park or on an
outdoor trail, stay in the center of footpaths
and avoid any grassy or wooded areas that
surround the paths. Brushing up against tall
grasses and brush can put you in contact
with ticks and insects.
Mini-Sized Summer Classic

Gone are the days when the only option
for buying a whole watermelon involved
lugging around a 20-pound fruit. Popular
now are mini varieties, also called personal
watermelons, which weigh about 5 pounds
and are round rather than oblong. These
green globes have a thinner rind, but
inside, still contain the sweet, juicy flesh
that provides a cool, refreshing snack.

Hurricane season is June 1 through
Nov. 30 and typically includes six
hurricanes. A hurricane watch is issued
whenever a hurricane becomes a threat to
coastal areas. If a hurricane warning is
issued, precautionary actions should begin
immediately. In the event of a tropical
storm or hurricane, conserve supplies and
resources and plan for up to five days
without water or electricity.
• An ample supply of clean water is top
priority; store one or more gallons of
water per person, per day.
• Designate a ground-level family
gathering space that has no windows
and does not share any outside walls
(if possible).
• Have a battery-powered radio and
extra batteries on hand.
• Keep mosquito repellent available.
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AUGUST
1902: Pioneering cookbook author Fannie
Farmer opens a cooking school in Boston,
Miss Farmer’s School of Cookery.

1962: Little Eva travels to the top of the pop
music chart with the hit song “Loco-Motion”
and inspires a dance craze.
1975: The first nighttime match is played
under lights at the U.S. Open tennis
tournament in New York City.

1948: As part of the Berlin airlift operation,

1990: The largest and best-preserved
Tyrannosaurus rex skeleton ever found
is discovered in South Dakota. The
65 million-year-old dinosaur specimen is on
display at Chicago’s Field Museum.

American and British planes fly in a record
5,000 tons of supplies in one day to parts of
the city cut off by a Soviet blockade.

2015: Facebook hits a milestone, reporting
that 1 billion people logged on to the social
networking website in a single day.

1938: Hollywood dance duo Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers are featured on the cover of
Life magazine.

